HOLLAND CIRCULAR HOTSPOT
Co-creating solutions for global challenges
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EXCHANGE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

EXCHANGE KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION

EXCHANGE GOVERNMENTAL BEST PRACTICES

Coloured dots: 2020 activities

SHARING INNOVATION
SHARING BEST PRACTICES
For and from businesses, knowledge institutes and governments

B2B
Business circular products & services, Transition Agenda

K2K
Thematic topics, business models, insights & tools, MOOCs, Who is Who

G2G
Policies & Instruments that create fertile ground for CE

See : www.hollandcircularhotspot.nl/showcases/
SPECIAL TOPICS
Linking circular economy to other key drivers with local recognition

CE in Cities:
Making them smart, sustainable & resilient (2018)

CE and Climate Change (2019)

CE and the SDGs:
A synergetic approach (2020)
BUILDING A CE HOTSPOT NETWORK IN EUROPE

Events - Sharing best practices & insights – CE offer & demand - Advocacy
ECESP – COORDINATION GROUP
HCH’s Top 3 Priorities

1) **Activating** the EU CE Hub **network**

2) **Scaling-up CE initiatives** for priority areas: e.g. Circular Plastics, Textiles, etc.

3) **Link CE with** Societal Goals and **topics with momentum and financing** such as: CE & Climate Change (or SDGs, Circular Cities)